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NANCY TESLER

This pie is hot. Literally. I purloined the recipe from the chef at a restaurant on the premises of the ski resort where my family and I used to 
vacation, and where the last of my Carrie Carlin series, “Slippery Slopes and Other Deadly Things,” takes place. The chef guarded his recipe as 
if it were the Holy Grail itself. Neither feminine wiles nor the pleas of hungry children could worm it out of him. Were we destined to eat 
garden variety cheese pie for the rest of our lives? Would Carrie allow this mystery to go unsolved? Never! 

We began to eat pie—-night after night after night. Who worried about calories? Not these sleuths. We would ski them off. We compared We began to eat pie—-night after night after night. Who worried about calories? Not these sleuths. We would ski them off. We compared 
notes. What made the pie so fluffy? What gave it its tang? What were those secret ingredients? Cream--heavy or sour? Let’s try both. Let’s go 
for lemon juice instead of vanilla. Egg whites, lots of them, beaten till stiff as a corpse. 

I went home and practiced. And practice made almost perfect. The following is melt-in-your-mouth delicious and pretty close to the original. 
That recipe, I’m afraid, the chef will take to his grave.

The texture of this pie is as light and fluffy as fresh powder falling on the slopes on which Carrie skis in her latest adventure. Topped with The texture of this pie is as light and fluffy as fresh powder falling on the slopes on which Carrie skis in her latest adventure. Topped with 
meringue and served hot right from the oven, its peaks are reminiscent of the snow-tipped mountain tops where the hair-raising climax of the 
book takes place.

“Slippery Slopes and Other Deadly Things” is the fifth in the “Other Deadly Things” mystery series. To learn more about the previous books, “Slippery Slopes and Other Deadly Things” is the fifth in the “Other Deadly Things” mystery series. To learn more about the previous books, 
“Pink Balloons and Other Deadly Things,” “Sharks Jellyfish...” “Shooting Stars...” and “Golden Eggs...” go to my website, 
www.nancytesler.com, and read the first chapters in which you’ll find my protagonist, stress-reduction biofeedback specialist and single mom, 
Carrie Carlin, stressed-out and neck-deep in corpses and chaos.

CHEESE PIE TO DIE FOR


